
From: Scott Allen Jackson
To: Jeremy Schmutz
Cc: Peggy Ozias-Akins
Subject: Re: CROPS Speaker Titles
Date: Friday, February 20, 2015 4:11:00 PM
Attachments: crops_working_agenda_JS_SJ_1-28-2015.xlsx

ATT00001.htm

Made two suggestions for session titles. Edit as you like. 

The order looks good to me.

I’m returning from Abu Dhabi and heard Tom Mitchell-Olds speak and he had a really nice 
story on new modeling/statistical approaches to deal with old and new QTL/mapping data.  He
 may be a good person to invite, if we have cancellations and a budget.

scott

On Feb 19, 2015, at 4:11 PM, Jeremy Schmutz <jschmutz@hudsonalpha.org> 
wrote:

Guys,

here is the latest schedule with titles etc so we can arrange it a bit more. 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OUTLOOK.UGA.EDU-54341-SJACKSON9392F917EFE2C
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Agenda

		Agenda												x		Sally		Aitken		UBC		climate change/adaptation/gene discovery GxE		Accepted		talk on the use of genomics in understanding local adaptation to climate and response to climate change in forest tree species

		Mon., May 18		SlotTime		Speaker/Session Topic		Subject/notes		Speaking TimeFrame				x		Ana		Caicedo		Umass		Domestication and Selection/Evolutionary genomics		Accepted

		7:00 - 7:15 PM		15 Min		Welcome/ Introductions/Diamond Sponsor		Diamond Sponsor will have a 5 min. talk during this slot		15 Min.				x		Egesi		Chiedozie		NRCRI		cassava breeding in Nigeria		Accepted

		7:15 - 8:00 PM		45 Min		Opening Keynote: Steve Rounsley, Dow Agro		Crops with established genomics, applications to developing world germplasm		40 Min+ 5 Min Q&A				Can't come		Catherine		Feuillet		Bayer		structure, function and evolution of the wheat genomes		Accepted		Topic -wheat genomics/sequencing.

		Tues., May 19				Speaker		Subject		TimeFrame				x		Ciaxia		Gao		Chinese Acad. Sci.		Wheat rice genome engineering or Targeted Genome Editing		Accepted

		8:00 - 8:10 AM		15 Min		Welcome		Introduction of Conference		15 min				x		Paul		Gepts		UC-Davis		Integrated breeding platform		Accepted		Advised him presentation will be on Tuesday May 19 in the session of Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms . He has to leave early for travel conflict

		8:10 - 10:00 AM		110 Min		Systems Biology / GWAS (Part 1)								x		Dario		Grattapaglia		embrapa		Eucalyptus improvement		Accepted		Talk on results on the strategy and operational application of Genomic Selection in forest tree breeding in general and Eucalyptus in particular, as well as some recent results on GWAS studies.

						Emma Mace		Integrating tools for the dissection of adaptive trait architecture		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Bin		Han						Accepted		talk on rice genomic study

						Bin Han		Genomic analyses of complex traits in hybrid rice varieties reveal genetic basis of heterosis		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		David		Jackson		CSL		maize developomental genetics		Accepted

						Speaker 3				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Tom		Juenger		ut-austin				Accepted		Scott suggested he talk on something from the perspective of ecological adaptation and how we can use that to inform breeding in the future, or breeding future crops. How you've used genomic tools to understand how plants have adapted and evolved and how we can use that info and tools to better design crops in the future.

						Speaker 4				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Jan		Leach		Colorado State University		Concrete examples of applying findings in genetics and genomics to breeding//systems biology for improvement		Accepted

		10:30- 12:30 PM		120 Min		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms (Part 1)								Can't come		Zach		Lippman		CSHL				Accepted

						Qijfa Zhang		Green goals and technologies for green super rice		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Jonathan		Lynch		Penn State		root phenotyping; Director of Feed the Future Innovation Lab for Climate Resilient Beans		Accepted		Subject will be related to trait work.

						Dario Grattapaglia		Genomic Prediction of complex phenotypes: a paradigm shift in forest tree breeding		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Emma		Mace		QAAFI, Queensland		sorghum improvement		Accepted

						Jesse Poland		Intersection of whole-genome prediction and high-throughput phenotyping for wheat breeding		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Jurandir		Magalhaes		EMBRAPA		Aluminium tlerance in Sorghum		Accepted

						Cameron Peace		??????????		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Todd		Mockler		Danforth				Accepted

						Speaker 9 Catherine Feuillet		Can't come		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Seth		Murray		TAMU		genetic control of recombination Maize		Accepted

		1:30 - 3:30 PM		120 Min		Agrosysstems genomics								x		Damaris		Odeny		ICRISAT		Sorghum & finger millet developing world germplasm		Accepted

						Tom Juenger		Exploring plant physiology and adaptation in plants using genetic and genomic tools		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Cameron		Peace		Washington State University				Accepted		Replaced Amy Lezzoni

						Ana Caicedo		Crop contributions to weed evolution: adaptation and convergence in weedy rice		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Jesse		Poland		Kansas State				Accepted

						Peter Wenzl		Diversity Seek (DivSeek): A global, community-driven initiative to harness genetic resources for food security and climate adaptation		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Sebastien		Renaut		McGill		Genetic load in crops, Has shown that deleterious mutations accumulate in low recombination regions of crops, which will make them difficult to eliminate. Sebastien has some ideas about how this might be done.		Accepted

						Speaker 13				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Jean-Marcel		Ribault		CYMMIT/IBP		capacity building/tech transfer		Accepted		Title of talk - Translational Biology during the Developing World Crops session.

						Speaker 14				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Steve		Rounsley		Dow Agra		Soybean & Maize Improvement, Cassava		Accepted

		4:00 - 5:50 PM		110 Min		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms (Part 2)								x		Bob		Stupar		U. Minnesota				Accepted

						Todd Mockler		?????????		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				X		Gerald		Tuskan		ORNL/BESC		Poplar improvement		Accepted

						Jonathan Lynch		Root phenes and phenotypes for soil resource acquisition		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Esther		Van der Knapp		Ohio State U.				Accepted

						Rajeev Varshney		Translational genomics in agriculture: an example in chickpea		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Rajeev		Varshney				does it all - scott jackson		Accepted

						Paul Gepts		From wild to domesticated beans:application of sequence information		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A				x		Dan		Voytas		U. Minnesota				Accepted

		5:50 - 6:00 PM		10 min		Reserved for Platinum Sponsor				10 Min.				x		Peter		Wenzl		CIMMYT, Mexico				Accepted		talk about the DivSeek initiative as well as the Trust's Crop Wild Relative project focusing on pre-breeding. Aftre January 2015 he will be with Diversity Seek at the Global Crop Diversity Trust

		Wed., May 20				Speaker		Subject		TimeFrame				x		Bing		Yang		Iowa State		Rice; induced structural variants		Accepted

		8:00 - 10:00 AM		120 Min		Development and physiological approaches to crop improvement								X		Qifa		Zhang				one of them, functional analysis of rice domestication genes		Accepted

						Jurandir Magalhaes		Phosphorus-starvation tolerance 1 enhances phosphorus acquisition and sorghum performance on low-phosphorus soils: toward a molecular breeding pipeline for phosphorus efficiency and aluminum tolerance on acid soils		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Esther van der Knapp		The role of OVATE in the regulation of tomato fruit shape		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						David Jackson		Genetics and Genomics of Maize Ear Development.		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Speaker 22				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Speaker 23				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A						Total Speakers - 39 not including Keynotes (Paying for 28) 

		10:30- 12:30 PM		120 Min		Systems Biology/Recombination (Part 2)										Total Keynotes -  2

						Sally Aitken		Millions of markers but what is the message? Detecting local adaptation to climate in conifers		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A						Organizers attending that are not speakers -7

						Jan Leach		Understanding the Phytobiome: A Systems Approach to Improved Crop Productivity		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A								Hannes Dempeworf

						Seth Murray		Multi-parent populations and sibling intermating effects on genetic mapping resolution and accuracy in maize		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A								Jeff Ehlers

						Sebastien Renaut		The Accumulation of Deleterious Mutations As a Consequence of Domestication and Improvement in Sunflowers		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A								Esthe Van der Knaap

						Speaker 28				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A								Jianming Yu 

		1:30 - 3:30 PM		120 Min		Genome Editing												Jeremy Schmutz

						Dan Voytas		Engineering plant genomes with sequence-specific nucleases		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A								Scott Jackson

						Ciaxia Gao		Developing genome editing technologies for crop improvement		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A								Peggy Ozias-Akins

						Robert Stupar		All in the Family: Understanding soybean gene redundancies through genome engineering		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Bing Yang		Targeted genomic editing in rice using TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Speaker 33				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

		4:00 - 5:00 PM		60 Min		TBD - Use this for Dedicated Poster talk time?

						Speaker 34				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Speaker 35				20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

		5:00 PM				Buses to Space & Rocket Center

		7:30 - 7:45 PM		10 Min		Reserved for Diamond Sponsor		This is at USSRC		10 Min.

		7:45 - 8:15 PM		30 Min		Keynote: Gerald Tuskan, ORNL/BESC		Large scale genomic GWAS		25 Min+ 5 Min Q&A

		Thurs., May 21				Speaker		Subject		TimeFrame

		8:00 - 10:30 AM		90 Min		Developing World Crops

						Jean Marcel Ribault		??????		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Egesi Chiedozie		Genomics-assisted breeding for resistance to biotic stresses and end-use traits for cassava in Africa		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Damaris Odeny		Finger Millet Genomics: From Orphan to Nutrition Security		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

						Ismail Abdelbagi		To be confirmed		20 Min. + 5 Min Q&A

		11:00- 12:00 AM		60 Min		Roundtable: Applying Genomic Techniques to Developing World Germplasm				60 Min

		12:00 - 12:15 PM		15 Min		Closing Remarks











Titles of Talk

		Content of Talk		Section		Name		Affiliation		Absstract Received?		Title of talk 

		 Understanding soybean gene redundancies through genome engineering		Developing World Crops		Bob Stupar		U. Minnesota				All in the Family: Understanding soybean gene redundancies through genome engineering

		Crop contributions to weed evolution: adaptation and convergence in weedy rice		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Ana Caicedo		Umass				Crop contributions to weed evolution: adaptation and convergence in weedy rice

		By knocking out all six alleles encoding the MILDEW-RESISTANCE LOCUS (MLO) protein with one pair of TALENs, we generated a mutant line with broad-spectrum resistance to powdery mildew, a devastating fungal disease.		Systems Biology/GWAS		Ciaxia Gao		Chinese Acad. Sci.				Developing genome editing technologies for crop improvement

		I'll give an overview of the motivations, "history", mission and operational principles behind DivSeek, a community-driven effort to network otherwise autonomous efforts to mine genetic resources of different crops, using next-generation sequencing technologies in combination with evaluation of key agricultural traits. I'll highlight some key issues that DivSeek will likely work on, and will conclude by inviting others to participate and contribute to shaping DivSeek's priorities and work plan going forward.		Developing World Crops		Peter Wenzl		Crop Trust		yes		Diversity Seek (DivSeek): A global, community-driven initiative to harness genetic resources for food security and climate adaptation

		Another example of using genome editing methods to develop new traits with value will be also given. We used TALEN technology to knockout OsBADH2 and obtain mutant plants carrying only the desired DNA sequence change but not the TALEN transgene by segregation in the T1 and T2 generations. Homozygous mutants with significantly increased content of the fragrant chemical 2AP; the level produced is similar to or even higher than in the fragrant rice cultivar Daohuaxiang.		Developing World Crops		Dan Voytas		U. Minnesota		yes		Engineering plant genomes with sequence-specific nucleases

		A longstanding hypothesis is that plant populations evolve suites of traits that improve their performance under local climate conditions.  We are utilizing a variety of genetic and genomic scans to identify candidate genes underlying climate adaptation and to evaluate their role in genotype-by-environment interaction.				Tom Juenger		ut-austin				Exploring plant physiology and adaptation in plants using genetic and genomic tools

		The main challenge of advanced tree improvement programs is the long time interval between the breeding investment and the deployment of genetically improved material. To accelerate breeding cycles we have shifted from the ineffective attempt to trying to dissect and then use individual genomic components of quantitative traits, to predicting complex phenotypes by capturing whole-genome effects. We have completed a number of experiments in industrial Eucalyptus breeding populations in Brazil showing that Genomic Selection accuracies matched or surpassed conventional phenotypic selection for a number of traits. Strategic and logistics aspects of operational GS adoption are now the challenges towards full integration of GS in routine forest tree breeding.		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Damaris Odeny		ICRISAT		yes		Finger Millet Genomics: From Orphan to Nutrition Security

		From wild to domesticated beans:application of sequence information				Paul Gepts		UC-Davis				From wild to domesticated beans:application of sequence information

		 will talk about our efforts to isolate genes that control maize inflorescence traits, including seed number and branching, and our use of genomics to understand the function of these genes and their interactions.				David Jackson		CSL				Genetics and Genomics of Maize Ear Development.

		Genomic Prediction of complex phenotypes: a paradigm shift in forest tree breeding		Evolution/Selection		Dario Grattapaglia		embrapa		yes		Genomic Prediction of complex phenotypes: a paradigm shift in forest tree breeding

		Genomics-assisted breeding for resistance to biotic stresses and end-use traits for cassava in Africa				Egesi Chiedozie		NRCRI		no		Genomics-assisted breeding for resistance to biotic stresses and end-use traits for cassava in Africa

		I will briefly discuss the demands and challenges in rice production especially the scenario in China. I will discuss the needs for new directions and goals for rice improvement, the development in functional genomics and genomic technologies to address the new goals. I will also present the progress of our efforts in the development and application of Green Super Rice, that are new rice varieties for resource saving and environmental friendly agriculture.  				Qifa Zhang 						Green goals and technologies for green super rice

		Integrating tools for the dissection of adaptive trait architecture		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Emma Mace		QAAFI, Queensland				Integrating tools for the dissection of adaptive trait architecture

		Intersection of whole-genome prediction and high-throughput phenotyping for wheat breeding		Developing World Crops		Jesse Poland		Kansas State				Intersection of whole-genome prediction and high-throughput phenotyping for wheat breeding

		Millions of markers but what is the message? Detecting local adaptation to climate in conifers		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Sally Aitken		UBC				Millions of markers but what is the message? Detecting local adaptation to climate in conifers

		improving Agriculture Through Genomics: Akron to Zanzibar		Functional Validation		Steve Roundsley		Dow Agra				mproving Agriculture Through Genomics: Akron to Zanzibar

		Multi-parent populations and sibling intermating effects on genetic mapping resolution and accuracy in maize		Developing World Crops		Seth Murray		TAMU				Multi-parent populations and sibling intermating effects on genetic mapping resolution and accuracy in maize

		Phosphorus-starvation tolerance 1 enhances phosphorus acquisition and sorghum performance on low-phosphorus soils: toward a molecular breeding pipeline for phosphorus efficiency and aluminum tolerance on acid soils				Jurandir Magalhaes		EMBRAPA		yes		Phosphorus-starvation tolerance 1 enhances phosphorus acquisition and sorghum performance on low-phosphorus soils: toward a molecular breeding pipeline for phosphorus efficiency and aluminum tolerance on acid soils

		Root phenes and phenotypes for soil resource acquisition		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Jonathan Lynch		Penn State				Root phenes and phenotypes for soil resource acquisition

		The talk will covers the discovery of a novel and cryptic genes/proteins through GWAS and some unusual and iconoclastic aspects of the Populus genome. Examples of hierarchal, incremental gene expansion, conserved cryptic genes and gene features, horizontal gene transfer and gene/motif cooption, and de novo gene formation will be presented.		Evolution/Selection		Gerald Tuskan		ORNL/BESC				Some unexpected features of the Populus genome

		The development and utilization of CRISPR and TALEN technologies in rice for targeted genomic editing. Examples of genomic loci modified using both technologies in rice will be presented.		Evolution/Selection		Bing Yang		Iowa State				Targeted genomic editing in rice using TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9

		How mutations impairing protein function are  more abundant than neutral mutations in domesticated sunflowers compared to their wild relatives. 		Systems Biology/GWAS		Sebastien Renaut		McGill		yes		The Accumulation of Deleterious Mutations As a Consequence of Domestication and Improvement in Sunflowers

		Tomatoes feature a variety of shapes and sizes which is the result of domestication and ongoing selections of the species. Wild relatives and many cultivated tomatoes carry round fruit. The oval and elongated shape of grape tomatoes and classic Roma tomatoes is due to a mutation in the gene OVATE. This presentation will cover the function of other OVATE-like genes in regulating fruit shape and their interactions with cytoskeleton-associated proteins.		Functional Validation		Esther Van der Knapp		Ohio State U.				The role of OVATE in the regulation of tomato fruit shape

		Translational genomics in agriculture: an example in chickpea		Developing World Crops		Rajeev Varshney				yes		Translational genomics in agriculture: an example in chickpea

		Genomic analyses of complex traits in hybrid rice varieties reveal genetic basis of heterosis		Genome Editing		Bin Han						Genomic analyses of complex traits in hybrid rice varieties reveal genetic basis of heterosis

		Out of office reply until 2/25 - asked for title of talk and abstract but no reply.				Ismail Abdelbag		IRRI

		Understanding the Phytobiome: A Systems Approach to Improved Crop Productivity		Functional Validation		Jan Leach		Colorado State University		yes		Understanding the Phytobiome: A Systems Approach to Improved Crop Productivity

		No response to sending title of talk or abstract. 		Systems Biology/GWAS		Jean-Marcel Ribault		CYMMIT/IBP

		No response to sending title of talk or abstract. 		Targeted Genome Editing		Todd Mockler		Danforth

		Will send title and abstract early in week of 2/16.		Developing World Crops		Cameron Peace		Washington State University 

		Tim Has not confired that he will speak as part of the program. Subject is Cowpea: Putting Genomics to Work for Food Security. 				Tim Close 		University of California				Cowpea: Putting Genomics to Wok for Food Security 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Worksheet

		Content of Talk		Section		Name		Affiliation		Email		Focus Area		Notes		Formal		Accepted		Pic Bio Received?		Reply to email send 1/29 requesting Title and sentences on the what they will talk about		Absstract Received?		Title of talk 		Travel

		 Understanding soybean gene redundancies through genome engineering		Developing World Crops		Bob Stupar		U. Minnesota		stup0004@umn.edu				Sent Pic and Bio 11/19		11/18/14		Accepted 		yes		2/10/ asked for abstract b4 end of February. 2/9 asked for title of the CROPS. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				All in the Family: Understanding soybean gene redundancies through genome engineering

		Crop contributions to weed evolution: adaptation and convergence in weedy rice		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Ana Caicedo		Umass		caicedo@bio.umass.edu		Domestication and Selection/Evolutionary genomics				11/18/2014 - 2nd email sent 12/1/15		Accepted				2/10 title received requeted abstract pic and bio b4 the end of February. 2/9/ sent another email requesting title. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Crop contributions to weed evolution: adaptation and convergence in weedy rice

		By knocking out all six alleles encoding the MILDEW-RESISTANCE LOCUS (MLO) protein with one pair of TALENs, we generated a mutant line with broad-spectrum resistance to powdery mildew, a devastating fungal disease.		Systems Biology/GWAS		Ciaxia Gao		Chinese Acad. Sci.		cxgao@genetics.ac.cn		Wheat rice genome engineering or Targeted Genome Editing		Received pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Have pic bio and abstract.				Developing genome editing technologies for crop improvement

		I'll give an overview of the motivations, "history", mission and operational principles behind DivSeek, a community-driven effort to network otherwise autonomous efforts to mine genetic resources of different crops, using next-generation sequencing technologies in combination with evaluation of key agricultural traits. I'll highlight some key issues that DivSeek will likely work on, and will conclude by inviting others to participate and contribute to shaping DivSeek's priorities and work plan going forward.		Developing World Crops		Peter Wenzl		Crop Trust		peter.wenzl@croptrust.org		lead of CIMMYT's Seeds of Discovery Project		Received pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.		yes		Diversity Seek (DivSeek): A global, community-driven initiative to harness genetic resources for food security and climate adaptation

		Another example of using genome editing methods to develop new traits with value will be also given. We used TALEN technology to knockout OsBADH2 and obtain mutant plants carrying only the desired DNA sequence change but not the TALEN transgene by segregation in the T1 and T2 generations. Homozygous mutants with significantly increased content of the fragrant chemical 2AP; the level produced is similar to or even higher than in the fragrant rice cultivar Daohuaxiang.		Developing World Crops		Dan Voytas		U. Minnesota		voytas@umn.edu; mleffler@umn.edu				Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted 		yes		Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.		yes		Engineering plant genomes with sequence-specific nucleases

		A longstanding hypothesis is that plant populations evolve suites of traits that improve their performance under local climate conditions.  We are utilizing a variety of genetic and genomic scans to identify candidate genes underlying climate adaptation and to evaluate their role in genotype-by-environment interaction.				Tom Juenger		ut-austin		tjuenger@utexas.edu				Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted				2/5/15 Have abstract, bio and picuture. 2/4/15 responded with question on bio. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Exploring plant physiology and adaptation in plants using genetic and genomic tools

		The main challenge of advanced tree improvement programs is the long time interval between the breeding investment and the deployment of genetically improved material. To accelerate breeding cycles we have shifted from the ineffective attempt to trying to dissect and then use individual genomic components of quantitative traits, to predicting complex phenotypes by capturing whole-genome effects. We have completed a number of experiments in industrial Eucalyptus breeding populations in Brazil showing that Genomic Selection accuracies matched or surpassed conventional phenotypic selection for a number of traits. Strategic and logistics aspects of operational GS adoption are now the challenges towards full integration of GS in routine forest tree breeding.		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Damaris Odeny		ICRISAT		dodeny@cgiar.org		Sorghum & finger millet developing world germplasm		Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted				Will send Pic and BIO by 2/20. 		yes		Finger Millet Genomics: From Orphan to Nutrition Security

		From wild to domesticated beans:application of sequence information				Paul Gepts		UC-Davis		plgepts@ucdavis.edu		Integrated breeding platform		Req pic and bio.  Advised him presentation will be on Tuesday since he has to leave early for travel conflict		11/18/14		Accepted 				2/10 received title.  Asked for bio pic abstract b4 end of february.2/9 asked for CROPS title. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				From wild to domesticated beans:application of sequence information

		 will talk about our efforts to isolate genes that control maize inflorescence traits, including seed number and branching, and our use of genomics to understand the function of these genes and their interactions.				David Jackson		CSL		jacksond@cshl.edu		maize developomental genetics		Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Received Pic and Bio				Genetics and Genomics of Maize Ear Development.

		Genomic Prediction of complex phenotypes: a paradigm shift in forest tree breeding		Evolution/Selection		Dario Grattapaglia		embrapa		dario.grattapaglia@embrapa.br		Eucalyptus improvement		Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Have all information.  Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.		yes		Genomic Prediction of complex phenotypes: a paradigm shift in forest tree breeding		Booking own air travel from Brasil.  Will have a car. Expects Reimbursement.

		Genomics-assisted breeding for resistance to biotic stresses and end-use traits for cassava in Africa				Egesi Chiedozie		NRCRI		cegesi@yahoo.com		cassava breeding in Nigeria		Requested pic and bio		12/3/14		Accepted		yes				no		Genomics-assisted breeding for resistance to biotic stresses and end-use traits for cassava in Africa

		I will briefly discuss the demands and challenges in rice production especially the scenario in China. I will discuss the needs for new directions and goals for rice improvement, the development in functional genomics and genomic technologies to address the new goals. I will also present the progress of our efforts in the development and application of Green Super Rice, that are new rice varieties for resource saving and environmental friendly agriculture.  				Qifa Zhang 				qifazh@mail.hzau.edu.cn		one of them, functional analysis of rice domestication genes		Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted				2/10 title received sent international letter andasked for abstract pic and bio.2/9 asked for title of talk again. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Green goals and technologies for green super rice

		Integrating tools for the dissection of adaptive trait architecture		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Emma Mace		QAAFI, Queensland		Emma.Mace@daff.qld.gov.au		sorghum improvement		Received pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Waiting on abstract 				Integrating tools for the dissection of adaptive trait architecture

		Intersection of whole-genome prediction and high-throughput phenotyping for wheat breeding		Developing World Crops		Jesse Poland		Kansas State		jpoland@ksu.edu				Req Pic and Bio		11/18/2014 - 2nd email sent 12/1/15		Accepted		yes		2/9 asked for CROPS title.Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Intersection of whole-genome prediction and high-throughput phenotyping for wheat breeding

		Millions of markers but what is the message? Detecting local adaptation to climate in conifers		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Sally Aitken		UBC		sally.aitken@ubc.ca		climate change/adaptation/gene discovery GxE		Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted				2/9 asked for title of talk again. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Millions of markers but what is the message? Detecting local adaptation to climate in conifers

		mproving Agriculture Through Genomics: Akron to Zanzibar		Functional Validation		Steve Roundsley		Dow Agra		steve.rounsley@gmail.com		Soybean & Maize Improvement, Cassava		Bio and Pic on File 				Confirmed		yes		2/9 asked for the title of talk again. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				mproving Agriculture Through Genomics: Akron to Zanzibar

		Multi-parent populations and sibling intermating effects on genetic mapping resolution and accuracy in maize		Developing World Crops		Seth Murray		TAMU		sethmurray@tamu.edu		genetic control of recombination Maize		Received pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Have pic and bio. He will send abstract later. 				Multi-parent populations and sibling intermating effects on genetic mapping resolution and accuracy in maize

		Phosphorus-starvation tolerance 1 enhances phosphorus acquisition and sorghum performance on low-phosphorus soils: toward a molecular breeding pipeline for phosphorus efficiency and aluminum tolerance on acid soils				Jurandir Magalhaes		EMBRAPA		jurandir.magalhaes@embrapa.br		Aluminium tlerance in Sorghum 		Requested pic and bio		12/3/14		Accepted				2/9 asked for bio and picture.  Abstract sent.2/9 asked for title again. I am in the US now, at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in Long Island for a sabbatical. Travel will be easier. I will get you the information you requested by Feb 6th.		yes		Phosphorus-starvation tolerance 1 enhances phosphorus acquisition and sorghum performance on low-phosphorus soils: toward a molecular breeding pipeline for phosphorus efficiency and aluminum tolerance on acid soils

		Root phenes and phenotypes for soil resource acquisition		Genomic Assisted Breeding/Integrated Platforms		Jonathan Lynch		Penn State		jpl4@psu.edu		root phenotyping; Director of Feed the Future Innovation Lab for Climate Resilient Beans		Received pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		2/9 sent information he requested and asked again for title. Wants to know more about the event and the other speakers and audience before deciding on the topic title.  Sent him the address for the web to get this information. 				Root phenes and phenotypes for soil resource acquisition

		The talk will covers the discovery of a novel and cryptic genes/proteins through GWAS and some unusual and iconoclastic aspects of the Populus genome. Examples of hierarchal, incremental gene expansion, conserved cryptic genes and gene features, horizontal gene transfer and gene/motif cooption, and de novo gene formation will be presented.		Evolution/Selection		Gerald Tuskan		ORNL/BESC		gtk@ornl.gov		Poplar improvement		Bio and Pic on File				Confirmed		yes		Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Some unexpected features of the Populus genome

		The development and utilization of CRISPR and TALEN technologies in rice for targeted genomic editing. Examples of genomic loci modified using both technologies in rice will be presented.		Evolution/Selection		Bing Yang		Iowa State		byang@iastate.edu		Rice; induced structural variants		Req Pic and Bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Pic is in the bio on file.				Targeted genomic editing in rice using TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9

		How mutations impairing protein function are  more abundant than neutral mutations in domesticated sunflowers compared to their wild relatives. 		Systems Biology/GWAS		Sebastien Renaut		McGill		sebastien.renaut@mail.mcgill.ca		Genetic load in crops, Has shown that deleterious mutations accumulate in low recombination regions of crops, which will make them difficult to eliminate.  Sebastien has some ideas about how this might be done.		Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.		yes		The Accumulation of Deleterious Mutations As a Consequence of Domestication and Improvement in Sunflowers

		Tomatoes feature a variety of shapes and sizes which is the result of domestication and ongoing selections of the species. Wild relatives and many cultivated tomatoes carry round fruit. The oval and elongated shape of grape tomatoes and classic Roma tomatoes is due to a mutation in the gene OVATE. This presentation will cover the function of other OVATE-like genes in regulating fruit shape and their interactions with cytoskeleton-associated proteins.		Functional Validation		Esther Van der Knapp		Ohio State U.		vanderknaap.1@osu.edu				Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted				Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				The role of OVATE in the regulation of tomato fruit shape

		Translational genomics in agriculture: an example in chickpea		Developing World Crops		Rajeev Varshney				r.k.varshney@cgiar.org		does it all - scott jackson		Received Pic and Bio 11/20		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.		yes		Translational genomics in agriculture: an example in chickpea		Will cover his own travel. NO REIMBURSEMENTS

		Genomic analyses of complex traits in hybrid rice varieties reveal genetic basis of heterosis		Genome Editing		Bin Han				bhan@ncgr.ac.cn				Requested pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted				2/9/15 sent another email askingfor title of talk. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.				Genomic analyses of complex traits in hybrid rice varieties reveal genetic basis of heterosis

		?????????????				Ismail Abdelbag		IRRI		a.ismail@irri.org		Salt Tolerance in rice story		Req by JM to invite 		12/3/14		Accepted				Corrected email address.  Asked for pic/bio/title of talk and abstract or blurb by 2/6. 

		Understanding the Phytobiome: A Systems Approach to Improved Crop Productivity		Functional Validation		Jan Leach		Colorado State University		jan.leach@colostate.edu		Concrete examples of applying findings in genetics and genomics to breeding//systems biology for improvement		Received pic and bio		11/18/14		Accepted		yes		2/9 Jan ask what topic area would be best to speak responsed with systems biology.  Sent to chairs to determine.2/9/15 sent another email requesting title of talk. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.		yes		Understanding the Phytobiome: A Systems Approach to Improved Crop Productivity

		??????????????		Systems Biology/GWAS		Jean-Marcel Ribault		CYMMIT/IBP		J.RIBAUT@CGIAR.ORG		capacity building/tech transfer		Requested pic and bio Title of talk -  Translational Biology during the Developing World Crops session.		11/18/14		Accepted				2/9 asked for title of the presentation. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.

		?????????????		Targeted Genome Editing		Todd Mockler		Danforth		TMockler@danforthcenter.org				Jeremy said he has accepted		11/18/2014 - 2nd email sent 12/1/15		Accepted				2/16 asked for title 2/9 asked for pic bio and title. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.

		??????????????		Developing World Crops		Cameron Peace		Washington State University 		cpeace@wsu.edu				Replaced Amy Lezzoni Requested Pic and Bio		11/19/14		Accepted 		yes		2/16 will send title this week. 2/9 Asked forTalk title again. Sent 1/29/15 letter to ask for title of talk.

		Has not confired that he will speak 				Tim Close 		University of California		timothy.close@ucr.edu				Slide Presentation on file.  								2/4/15 invited to speak.  NO TRAVEL or REGISTRATION PAID						NO PAID TRAVEL
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